Department of Mathematics
Assignments by Committee, 2017-2018

Alumni Award:
Reznick
Ando

Area Chairs Actuarial Science: Feng
Area Chairs Algebraic Geometry: Dodd
Area Chairs Algebra: Dutta
Area Chairs Analysis: Boca
Area Chairs Combinatorics: Kostochka
Area Chairs Differential Equations: Kirr
Area Chairs Geometry/Topology: Kerman
Area Chairs Logic: Hieronymi
Area Chairs Number Theory: Ahlgren
Area Chairs Physical Mathematics: Di Francesco
Area Chairs Probability: Song

AWM advisor: Rapti

Capricious Grading
Allen
Bergvelt
Kerman

Colloquium:
Balogh *chair*
Dodd
Ruan
Ochoa de Alaiza
MSS Chair: Stojanoska

Comp Exams 500: Duursma, Fernandes
Comp Exams 510: Not offered
Comp Exams 511: Haboush, Nevins
Comp Exams 518: Kerman
Comp Exams 518 Fall: Fernandes
Comp Exams 518 Spring: Albin
Comp Exams 525: Rezk, Borman
Comp Exams 530: Duursma, Allen
Comp Exams 531: Berndt, Ford
Comp Exams 540: Laugesen, Boca
Comp Exams 542: Nikolaev, Junge
Comp Exams 550: Rapti, Zharnitsky
Comp Exams 553: Tzirakis, Hirani
Comp Exams 561: Dey, Song
Comp Exams 570: Tserunyan, van den Dries
Comp Exams 580: Balogh, Kostochka

Computer Steering:
Bergvelt *chair*

Elections: Dunfield

Executive Committee:
Katz *chair*
Hieronymi
Rezk
Tolman
Junge
Hinkkanen
Tzirakis (Fall)
Kirkpatrick (Spring)

Four Color Fest:
Tyson, Jeremy *chair*
Kapovich, Ilya
Katz, Sheldon
Schupp, Paul
Alexander, Stephanie
Corkery, Tori

GAC:
Song *chair*
Kerman
Kedem
DeVille
Erdogan (Fall)
Ruan (Spring)
Matt Mastroeni (grad student)
Vanessa Rivera-Quiñones (grad student)
Graduate Recruiting and Application Screening:
Balogh
Haboush
Heller
Tserunyan
Ruan
Zaharescu
Feng
Laugesen

Graduate Review and Fellowship:
Kostochka
Boca
Laugesen
DeVille

Grievance:
Duursma
Leininger
Dunfield
Kapovich

Honors:
Yong *chair*
Ford
Erdogan (Fall)
Rapti (Spring)

IMSE Steering:
Baryshnikov
Hirani

Liasons IMA: Bronski
Liasons Library: Bradlow
Liasons MSRI: Ando

PI4:
Baryshnikov
DeVille
Laugesen

P&T:
Tumanov *chair*
Bradlow
Dutta
Leininger
Berndt (SP18 only)
Wu (FA17 only)
Reznick
Li, Xiaochun
Duursma
Zharnitsky
Katz

Pi Mu Epsilon: Hieronymi

Picnic:
Francis
Balogh

Postdoc:
Fernandes *chair*
Hur
Yong
Tserunyan
Kedem

Prizes:
Tzirakis
Wu
Zaharescu *chair*
McCarthy

Proficiency: Hildebrand

Putnam:
Hildebrand
Oikhberg

Space:
Kapovich *chair*
Dunfield

Strategic Planning:
Bradlow *chair*
D'Angelo
Di Francesco
Hirani
Kirkpatrick (Spring)
Strategic Planning Institute only: Hur

Study Abroad:
- Ivanov
- Nikolaev

Teaching Awards:
- Tyson (chair FA17)
- D’Angelo (chair SP18)
- Zaharescu
- McNeilly

Teaching Evaluation:
- Leininger *chair*
- Ahlgren
- Junge
- Wu

Undergrad Advising:
- Dey
- Hildebrand
- Hinkkanen
- Nikolaev
- Oikhberg
- Wu
- Yong
- McNeilly
- Bronski
- Kutzarova

UAC:
- Hirani *chair*
- Yong
- Kutzarova
- Pascaleff
- McCarthy
- Kara Wong (undergrad student)
- Anna Weigandt (grad student)

Sabbatical Fall:
- Albin
- Laugesen
- Berndt
- Rapti

Sabbatical Spring: Erdogan

Sabbatical Full Year:
- Baryshnikov
- Kirkpatrick
- Nevins
- van den Dries
- Lerman

CAS Fall: Dunfield

Modified Duties Fall: Heller

Senate:
- Lee DeVille
- George Francis
- Marius Junge
- Randy McCarthy
- Thomas Nevins
- Bruce Reznick
- Nikos Tzirakis
- Timur Oikhberg

LAS Nominations: Bradlow

LAS Honors Council: Nevins

LAS Awards: Rapti

LAS EC: Tyson

Research Board: Leininger

At MSRI Spring: Katz
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